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SUMMARY
 

The objective of this report is to present analysis
ranucted to determine appropriate and efficient analysis and 

sampling methods for the development on a cost-effective, 
timely satellite-based pasture assessment drought early 
wrru -syfstem in Niger. Standing herbage estimates were 
cWtained from 23-22 ground control stations (each 100 km2 ) in 
1986 _rd 1987. Standing herbaqe estimates were then 
combined with NW-AA-9 sateite-based LAC NDVI values for the 
same grcund control stations. NIT cmposite periods ranging
fxron 2-8 days were generaited for the 1986 an 1987 rainy 
seasons, yielcdnm 12-13 corposite pericds fcr each growing 
season. hw- variations of NDVI were evalua-.ed, maximum and 
integratEd NWI. Integrated NUVI war recxmmcrxied for 
standing hertbage estimation. Ihe intregrated NDVI-stardin 
herbage regression for 1987 was not significantly different 
betwen ecological zones. Although there was ro significant
differen between the integrated NDVI-standing herbage 
regression among years, degrees of freeom were sufficient to 
allow 1986 and 1987 to be analyzed separately. Inverse 
predictions were used to convert or mcalibrate" satellite 
integrated NDVT to standiruq herbage in 1986 and 1987. 
Ninety-five parcent confidence intervals for inverse 
predictions of average values indicated that standing herbage 
classes in incrennts of about 400 kl/ha wer appropriate for 
NOAA IAC-based average standing herbage estimates. 

Interated N3VI was tacsted on the 1987 data set using a 
coarse resolution NEI, curretly used by Niamey's AGRHYE 
center. This regression had a lcwr intercept value than the
 
regression established using LAC data and 10-by-10 km sites.
 

The effects of a smaller site size an the maximu NI)VI
standinii- herba reressicu were evaluated. A site size of 
25 km2 was recmiended. This site size would add a small 
amotuit of variaticn to the regression but would allow mo -e 
sites to be sampled. The advantage of a larger numbxer of 
sites was Irpothesized to more than compensate for the slight
inariracies associated with the smaller site sE . A 
sanpling scheme for the 25 km2 sites was proposed for the 
1988 rainy season. 
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1. INTFI)CYbON 

The Niger Integrated Livestock Production Project (NILPP) has been 
working since 1983 toward the development of a cost effective, Niger-based
and operated pasture assessment early warning system. This sustainable 
system would irnform the Goverrment of Niger (GON) of impending forage
surpluses and deficits in the pastoral zone of Niger. It would assist the 
CON in presenting quantified information to prospective donor countries on 
the magnitJe and extent of a drought. An annual timely standing herbage 
man would sere as a basis for natural resource, management, and policy
decisions in good years as well as bad. Standing herbage maps coudL be 
ccm'oined with other information sources such as market, epidemiology, and 
human health to assist in decision making processes. 

Satellite (NOAA-9) information which displays the geographic variation 
in standing herbage can be obtained for large areas with minimal costs. 
Both the satellite-based reflectance data (NDVI) and standing herbage data 
(kg/ha) are needed from 20-40 sites to merge ground-based standing herbage 
measurements with satellite values. The relationship between satellite NIDV 
ard standing herbage data established for these sites can then be used tn 
convert or "calibrate" satellite values across the whole region to their 
equivalent standi-ng herbage. 

The pasture assessment early warning system was ini.tially undertaken by
the International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA). In 1985, IICA 
produced the first satellite-based standing herbage map of the project 
zone. New Mexico State University staff members assisted Li ground sampling 
procedures and implementation. In 1986, contract problems developed with 
1A. GON and NMSU were forced to make the appropriate ground sampling
protocol mxifications that would allow a satellite-based standing herbage 
map to be piduced for 1986 without the use of the ILCA airplane. Later, 
NMSU carried uut the technical assistance associated with the pasture 
assessment early warning system for both remote sensing and ground-based 
data sets. 

This 1987 final report presents the results o analysis conducted to 
determine the most efficient yet reliable means for continuing the pasture 
assessment program in Niger. After the 1988 rainy season, additional 
protocol modifications may be racomrnded in an attempt to further minimize 
costs after the end of project funding in December 1988. NMS'U has proposed
project continuation to supply technical support for Niger's flcdgling 
remote sensing capabilities.
 

2. STWIANDiG HERBAGE 

2.1. Methods 

The use of regression analysis to establish the relationship between 
standing herbage and satellite vegetation indices necessitates 20 to 40 
different "ground truth" locations where both satellite and standing herbage
data are available. The sites within the NILPP zone were established in 
1983-1984. These sites were chosen for uniformity and to represent the 
major range types within the project zone as mapped by Milligan (1982). The 
site locations within the project zone and the respective site numbers are 
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displayed in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1 
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One of the primary goals of a standing herbage early warning system is 
to predict regional deficits or surpluses in pasture herbage standing crop
during the subsequent 9-month dry season. Previous studies have shown that 
peak herbage standing crop or gross primary production can be correlated to 
either maimu or integrated vegetation indices1 (de Wispelaere et al. 1985, 
Tucker and Sellers 1986, Tucker et al. 1985, Wagenaar and de Ridder 1987).
Due to the variability cf the rains in the Sahel, the time of actual and 
anticipated peak standing crop may vary as much as 3-4 weeks. The period
wqhen maximum standing herbage o on a particular site could be in 
either August or September, occasionally even in July or October. Ground 
sampling attempts to document peak standing crop at each site thus, several 
sampling dates for each site help insure a better estimate of peak standing 
crop on each site. IVo to three sampling trips have traditionally been 
employed in the NILPP zone covering periods in Augcdiu, September, and 
October. In 1986, there were three sampling trips and four in 1987 (Table
1). in 1987, the October -. =uling was only cf selected sites where late 
rains were anticipated to have caused additional late season pasture growth. 

TABLE 1 

ANYSEASON SAMPLING DTES IN 1986 AND 1987 

Aug 1-12, 1986 Aug 12-20, 1987 
Sep 9-19, 1986 Aug 28-Sep 8, 1987
 
Oct 14-24, 1986 Sep 18-28, 1987
 

Oct 19-23, 1987
 

2.1.1. 1986 

The 1985 NILPP correlations between standing herbage and satellite 
reflectance-based vegetation index ndicated that a minimum site size of a 

km2100 was desirable (Wagenaar and de Ridder 1987). Ground standing 
hecibage estimated ',, the 1986 and 1987 rainy seasons was obtained for 23 
sites. Each 100 km2 site was sampled for standing herbage by sampling 
quadrates along tlransects. 

In 1986, the sampling scheme injolved a 26 km zig-zag transect and two 
2 in transects (see Figure 2). The smaller 2 km transects reflected the 
exact sampling scheme employed in 1985. These were maintained to preserve 
continuity in the data between 1985 and 1986. These two smaller transects 
represent the original site and the 26 km zig--zag transect was added to 
obtaini a representative sample from the adjacent area (the adjacent site), 
insuring that the biomass estimate was representative of the 10-by-10 km 
site.
 

1 Maximum and integrated vegetation indices will be explained in the 
satellite section of this report. 
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FIGURE 2
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2.1.1.1. The original site 

The to 2 km transects of the original site had 6 random locations 
along each of the two transects. At each stop 5 plots (0.5 m2 ) were sampled
with double sampling2 which combines ocular estimates with actual measured 
plot values (usually production). Each plot was ocularly estimated for 
percent herbaceous cover and herbaceous production ii grams 3 . Randomly, 1 
out of every 10 plots was clipped and air dry weight was obtained. A 
linear regression analysis was performed between estimated (independent
variable) and actual air dry] plot weights (dependent variable) for each 
estmator in each sampling ceriod. The improvement concept was used to test 
if the relaticn between estLnated an]d actual air dry weight was consistent 
among all sites estimated by the same individual during a samle period.
Tests for possible differences among sites included differences in both 
regression intercepts ar slopes. If a site was found to be significantly
different, then a separate regression was performed for that site. The mean 
standing crcp for all estiLmted values for the original site, corrected by
their respective regressions, determined the standing herbage estimate for 
the original site. 

2.1.1.2. Th1e adjacent site 

Along the 26 ]n transect, systematic stops were made every 0.3 km and 
visual estimates of standing herbage were obtained from the vehicle. 
Veicle-based estimations were for a 10-by-10 area on them right side of 
the vehicle. A randomly selected sub-sample of these vehicle estimates (10%
of the vehicle estimates) were sampled with plot placements. If a vehicle 
estimate was sz~q~led, 9 plots were placed in the 10-by-10 m area from which 
the vehicle-based estimate was made. Each plot (0.5 m2 ) was then sampled 
using double sampling. 

The 2C n transect had a thtal of 90 vehicle-based estmations, 9 of 
which were also sarmled with plots. The vehicle-based estimations were used 
to stratify each site into three groups: low, medium, and high production. 
A frequency analysis of the vehicle-based estimates was used to determine 
cine stratification groups for each site. Rcughly 30% of the vehicle-based 
estir'ares were assigned to both the low and high production groups while the 
m&efun group received the remainder, usually around 40%. The plots
associated with the vehicle-based estimates in e1ach stratification group 

2 Double saiplLg is a tehnique used in vegetation sampling (Cook and 
Stubbendieck 1986) .hich ccmbines visual esti 1ttes with actual air dry
weights. : larger nu-mber of estimated plots -)re obtained because a miniun 
of time is required to estLmate plot char: :-ristics. All the estimated 
plot weights can then be corrected to their equivalent air dry weights using 
regression analysis on the ci ipped and estimated plot weights. 

3 During the late August or early September sampling period, percent 
composition hy weight of each species in the plot was also estimated in 
addition to cover and production. 
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were used to determine production levels for each stratification via double 
sampling. The overall average production for each adjacent site was an 
average production across the three stratification groups weighted by the 
approxLmate area represented by each stratification group (i.e., the cercent 
of eez-basd falling in each --roup) .esctcnos resrect ive 

2.1.1.3. Coplete size 

Th~e cricLal site crovided a standLng !herza estimate 1.1iah was 
considered reresenta-zxe of the 10 km2 surrcund..g and north of the 
orginal site. The adjacent site rcvided a standing h.erbage estimate Ttich 
represented the retaLnLng 90 km2 . The overall site average standing herb-age
.(as the average .eiohted by areas thlat the origLnal and adjacent sites 
recresantzd. 

ue to both the ccnnlexitY of the analysis and th.e lack of 
randomizaticn of the adjacent size's 26 kn transect, the 1986 sarpling
procezdures w-rne .modified Ln 1987. After extensive analysis of tIe 1986 data, 
a hier=-onial r-andonuzation of transec-s wvas chosen for 1937. The original
site .-,as elnL-ted and the 10 by 10 k"m site was divided nuco 4 equal 
cuar-ers ead 5 by D -mi (see Figure 3). Within each quarter a randcmly 

-catd5 -mlnor.h-south tr-ansect was coated. Along ead t--ansect 3 random 
.-:,- areas ,.,ere ch-osen which straddled t'he trarsect. These 21 k-m a-reas were 

ca ! odo.els~ 'bcause they :rresrcnded co th-e approximate pLxel size :rum 
---e NcAA s--.... e data sets thich were used Ln this study. iLthin each 

. there .-:re 5 :)lcts sampled with the double samling technique0 . These 
c Dts were into groups or of3.5 divided three clusters 5 plots each. 
Thus one si-e had 4 t-ansects, 3 piDels per transect, 3 clusters per pixel,
and 5 plots pe-r cluster givLng 180 plots per site. 

4 PiLxel (or picture element) is the area on the ground (1.1 by 1.1 kn)
represented by one NOAA satellite data measurement. 

5 The selecticn of clipped plots was sz-atified into low and high
produc-icn. One out of five was clipped from the high production plots and 
one out t was from the lcw production plots. This was toeeven cin3ed 
insure c.at c2ipzed plots represented the regression all along the 
regressicn line. The division between low and high production was estimated 
at the begCinniLng of each site so that roughly 30% of the estimated weights 
would fall Ln the high production group. 
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FIGURE 3
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2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Double Sampling 

The double sampling regressions were used to convert the average
estimated plot weight for a site to equivalent plot air dry weight. Table 2 

r 2arxd 3 shw the adjusted (the percent of the variation in air dry weights
explained by the estimated weights) and the standard of theerror 
regression. The regression statistics presented in table 2 and 3 are from
the regression equations used at each respective site for peak standing crop
determination. 

Weighted least squares were employed in regression calculations due to
evidence of heterogeneity of the variance. Generally, plots with high
biomass amounts are harder to estimate than plots with low bicass amounts. 
A weighting tenn of the reciprocal of the plot estimated weight was used. 
This made plots with high estimated weights have less weight on the 
regression than plots with low estimated weights. 
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TABLE 2
 

DOUBLE SAMPTLG PRESS:PON STATISTIQ
 
FOR 1987 PEAK STADING = P AT EACH S=TE
 

E<-LUqIfG OCICBEER St2PLIT=TGS
 

C/0. 5m
2 

REGESSION Al-USTED R ST. ERRDR WEIG-TED 

Early Sep. 37 
Northern team 

site 13 .77 5.2 no
 
Southern team
 

site 23 .66 2.0 yes
 
sit--es 21,24,25,34 .C2 1.3 yes
 

Late Sep. 37
 
Nort-hern team 

size 16 .90 1.3 yes
 
site 26 .86 1.4 yes
 
site 32 .93 0.5 yes
 
sit -s 12,14,15 

17,19,20,33 .87 1.4 yes
 

Southern team 
site 6 .72 0.9 yes 
sites 3,4,5,7,18 .82 1.0 yes 
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TABLE 3
 

DCUBLE SAMPI=ING REGRESSION STATISTICS
 
FOR 1986 PEAK STANDING MOP AT EACH SITE
 

REGRESSION A TSTFD R2 ST. ERR WEIGHTED 

Aug.
 
nor1J-emn team
 

site 15 .96 6.2 no
 
site 32 .93 7.7 no
 

Sept.
 
northern team
 

site 12 .68 2.7 yes
 
site 13 .80 1.2 yes
 
site 17 .77 1.6 yes
 
site 19 .64 2.1. yes
 

southern team
 
site 4 .53 2.1 yes
 
site 21 .75 1.9 yes
 
site 23 .47 3.0 yes
 
site 34 .75 1.5 yes
 
sites 3,6,24,25 .75 1.5 yes
 

Oct. 

northern team
 
site 20 .95 1.8 yes
 
site 26 .58 2.5 yes
sites 11,14,16,33 .81 1.8 yes 

southern team 
site 7 .73 3.2 yes
 
sites 5,28,25 .82 2.1 yes
 

2.2.2. Standing herbage estimates 

The average standing herbage estimates for the sites in 198C and 1987 
are presented in Tables 4 and 5. The 1986 means changed substantially on 
some sites from the values reported in the 1986 early warning system report 
(Wylie 1986) be -use the analysis procedures were different. For the 1986 
report, a vehicle-based estimate to cluster average plot weight regression 
was used. in the 1987 analysis, the vehicle-based estimates were used to 

.stratify eacl site into three groups. he stratification procedure was 
generally considered the more appropriate analysis. 
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These standing herbage estimates were then paired with the resrec
tive satellite-based =DI indices for regression aimlysis. The next section 
describes hav the satellite-based NDT% indices for each site were ccmputed. 

TABLE I 

STAINDIG PEBGE-EST2eTES FOR EA-
S= IN 1986* 

PEAK 
SITE AUG 36 SEP 86 CCr 36 1986 
3 563 816 566 816 
4 664 860 467 860 
5 283 279 480 480 
6 416 545 412 545 
7 281 357 370 370 

12 62 356 295 356 
13 86 267 202 267 
14 67 151 245 245 
15 529 )27 260 629 
16 370 424 876 876 
17 335 1194 1060 1,194 
18 430 885 943 943 
19 38 365 365 365 
20 506 622 924 924 
21 1112 1610 861 1,610 
23 746 885 806 885 
24 334 771 582 771 
25 328 405 460 460 
26 1107 611 1162 1,162 
32 433 389 246 433 
33 580 527 1544 1,544 
34 503 1468 843 1,468 
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TABLE 5 

STANDINTG HERBAGE VALTES* AS T=ZEY CHANGED THRUGHOUT THE 1987 
RADZ SEASON 

EARLY LATE PEAK
 
SITE AUG 87 SEP 87 SEP 87 OCT 87 87
 

3 34 114 192 318 318 
4 23 162 2r7 267 
5 46 60 93 217 217 
6 35 92 110 301 301
 
7 26 27 61 188 188
 
12 0 7 27 27
 
13 44 37 44
 
14 0 7 28 28
 
15 0 9 50 50
 
16 42 212 701 701
 
17 113 474 1,003 1003
 
18 25 93 240 404 404
 
19 7 194 323 323
 
20 64 191 287 287
 
21 445 916 680 916
 
23 548 1948 956 1486 1948
 
24 137 588 273 588
 
25 116 524 409 524
 
26 116 109 319 319
 
32 9 24 143 194 194
 
33 53 28 69 69
 
34 202 697 501 697
 

* Blank values indicate sites which were not sampled. 

3. SATELITE 

3.1 Methcds 

The satellite selected for pasture assessment in the Sahel was the NOAA
 
meteorological satellite. This polar orbiting satellite gives a high 
tempora! frequency of satellite coverage which is neede to monitor the 
dynamic Sahelian vegetation during the short 3-4 month rainy season. Higher
 
frequency of satellite coverage also allows effective r_moval of cloud cover
 
by overlayLng (ccmpositing) satellite coverage from previous ancd/or later 
dates. The NOAA satellite has the Advanced Very High Resolution Padicmeter 
(AVI-R) cn bor which monitors reflectance in the visible (C'hnnel 1),
near-infrared (Channel 2), mid-infrared (Channel 3), and therafl (Channels 4 
and 5) bands. The highest resolution provided by AVHRR is Local Area 
Coverage (LAC) where the instantaneous field of view (pLxEJ.) corresponds to 
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a 1.1 by 1.1 km box on the grouned at nadir. This resolution appd ars to be 
adequate for a Niger pasture assessment early warnnjg system. This 
relativelv ccansa resolut.onl means sraller satellite data sets for a given
regicn, thus c dng satellite data anal.iysis for the entire countiy of Niger
manaceable. The NCAA satellite data sets provide low cost coverage and 
relatively fast delivery time to the user. A receiving statior for the NOA 
satellites is bei n4 ibstalled at Niamey's AGPH center. This will 
f=rher facilitate a timely and cost effective satellite dat-.. source for 
Niger and other Sahelian countries. 

iurLng the weekt of February 15th the NI.SU technical assistance members 
visited C.J. Tucker, C.O. Justice, and S.D. Prince at the Laboratory for 
Terrestrial Pysics, NASA/CGodcard Space Flight Center, Mariland. The 
object of this visit ,,as to review IL?_P proj t activities, discass fu'ture 
research cbj ectives, accu ire 1986 and 1987 A=-, data sets for the project 
zone, and ccrduct pre!Lmiiary analysis of the LAC data sets for Ihe NTILPP 
zone.
 

ased on conrsultations wt;h Pucker, Justice and Prince, the decision 
was made -o base rxstor-' assessment on the Nornmalized Difference Vecetation 

rdmcex (MVI). Though __r pre!JmLnary report (Wylie et al., 1987) proposed
the use of a soils background calibration and permendicular vegetation
indices, it .,.,as felt that NDUVI ,azs reliable, simple, and widely used. 
There fcre, "IDVI ap.eared to be the most appropriate for an application
oriented early wariina system. 

MDCVI, which can be thought of as a "greenness" index, capitalizes on 
the strorq absorption of visible light (particularly light in the red 
w.-,avelengths) and Strrng reflectnce of .ight in the near infrared by
actively growing vegetation. .he formula for NDVI is: 

infrared - visible Channel 2 - Channel 1 
NDVI-  ------- ------ or NDVI = ----

infrared + visible Channel 2 + Channel 1 

NDVI values range from -i to +1. Clouds and water have negative =DVI v es, 
bar-- 9round and rock have NDVI values near zero, and increasLng vegetation
gi'.. increasing DVI over and above zero. NDVI tends to compensate for 
canging illunination conditions, terrain irregularities, and variation in 
vievLng angles (Matson and Parmenter-Holt 1985). 

Research has shown that plant production can be correlated with maximum 
MDVI (the highest NDVI value found for each pixel location throughout the 
growing season) and integrated ITDVI (averaged NDVI across the gr ing 
season weighted by the time interval each NDvI! value represents) (Tucker et 
al. 1985, agenaar and de Ridder 19E7, Hiernaux and Justice 1986, C-oward et 
al. 1985). 

The preliminary analysis of the AVHRR data sets employed a thermal 
cloud mask (Channel 5) to identify cloud cover. AVHRR data can be matched 
to ground lccations based on satellite tracking data. An individua. pixel 

6 Other satellites .w<h as Landsat 114 and Spot have better spatial 

resolutions; 30 by 30 m and 10 by 10 m respectively. 
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may be Dff Jn actual locataon by as mud as 5-10 kms. Super registration
impr-wves this geographic position to within 1-2 kms. After super
regittration, satellite cover-ages were composited in 2 - 8 day periods.
Cmsiting selects the highest IDVI value at each pixel location over the 
composite period, This technique minimizes cloud contamination, shadow 
effects, off -adir viewing effects, directional reflectance, and aerosol and 
water-vapor effe&ts (HuLben 1986). 

A 9 by 9 pixel box (9.9 by 9.9 kin) centered on the best estimate of the 
legal description of each ground truth site or ground data collection site 
was generated for each compsite period. rThe mean NTDVT and the standard 
devation were generated for each site and each composite period.
 

3.2 Reslts 

The dates of t-he composite periods in 1986 and 1987 are presented in 
Table 6. October 1986 satellite data were not available due to a
 
malfunction on board the satellite. 

TABLE 6 

OUXaOSITE DATES TzOR 1986 AND 1987 SATELITE DATA SETS 

1987 1986
 
07-Jul - 13-Jul 06-Jul - 09-Jul
 
15-Jul - 16-Jul 1: jul - 18-Jul
 
19-Jul- 25-Cul 23-Jui - 27-Jul
 
30-Jui - 02-Aug 01--Aug - 05-Aug
 
08-Aug- 11-Aug 12-Aug - 16-Aug
 
16-Aug- 22-Aug 20-Aug- 22-Aug
 
26-Aug- 28-Aug 25-Aug- 26-Aug
 
06-Sep - 13-Sep 31 Aug - 03-Sep
 
17-Sep - 19-Sep 12-Sep - 13-Sep
 
22-Sep - 25-Sep 16-Sep - 19-Sep
 
02-Oct - 07--ct 26-Sep - 02-Oct
 
14-<)ct - 21-Oct 02-Nov - 02-Nov
 
30-Oct - 08-No,
 

Average NDVI values for each 9.9 by 9.9 km site from these composite
dates were used to calculate maxiumm and integrated NDVI. Maximum and 
integrated DVI were then used ir conjunction with site standing herbage in 
the follwing section in an %ttemptto acquire a calibration formula which 
would converz NDTI co standing herbage=.

Contaicts were made with other intituticns imolved in remote sensing
in the Sahel to exchan<ge information concerning activities and objectives.
Work accomplished with 1,VSA/Goddard in February consisted of satellite data 
acquisition, satellite analysis, and prnject briefing. Collaborative work 
was also done with NASA/Goddard to compare standing herbage-NDVI
relationships throughout the Sahel (Prince 1988a). In March, contact was 
ade with Dr. Charles Hutchinson of the Ari7cna Remote Sensing Center at the 
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office of Arid Lands Studies to present the project's early warning system
activities for inclusion in tecmical reviews of Sahelian early warning 

,systeams. Dr. C-ar; -ohnson (NOAA/University of Columbia, Mo.) visited JM57T

in Amril to present the remote sensing capabilities at Niamey's regional 
ARH = center. in IMay, participant trainees received training using the 
Earth Rescurces Data Analysis System (=DAS) digitizer at the University of 
Nebraska's Advanced Ld Maailgement Information Technologies Department and 
the gecgaphic lccation of each Arrondissement boundary location L1 Niger 
was saved to diskettes for future project use. rthrther contact with 
USTA/Gcoddard in June allcwed additional satellite data acquisition and 
satellite analysis for th.e carticipait trainees. 

The ERDAS hardtre and software satellite analysis system was selected 
and acaured for -rcject- use. ---RAS is microconMuter-based and has analys.s
canaiities recuired for 1DV17generation, ccmnsi tLng and registration. In 
addition, modules for readLng of satellite data tapes and color ipa output 
were parch.ased. The remote sensing specialist received a three day training 
course on the use of ERLAS. The remote se-nsing stecialist subsequently gave 
a two weejk training program to the participant t-ainees on the basic use of 
E-RDAS and the suecific tasks required by the project. 

4. CCMB-IrlG STAIDIG - REAGE AND SATEL=-TE NIDVI 

4.1. Methods 

in the sta-nding herbage section of this report it was stated that the 
obj ective of the ground samli-?g was to obtain an estimate of peak standing 
crop at each site. This was because maxinized or time integrated satellite 
vegetation Lindices are functionally related to total standing herbage on a 
site during the rariny season (Tucker and Sellers 1986). Peak standing crop
is our best esturate of total rainy season production at a site. Therefore, 
the -eqressions presented here use =vxin~m standing herbage found at each 
site ::.troughcut the rainy sooson as the stai.ding herbage estimate. 

-here is some debate among remote sensing scientists as to which 
variable should be the dependent variable in a regression analysis; the 
satellit e vegetation index or standing herbage (Curran and Hay 1986, Prince 
1938b, and Wagenmar and de Ridder 1987). The fact that standing herbage
drives or determines the satellite reflectance-based vegetation indices (and 
not vice-versa) sugges-ts that the satellite vegetation index should be the 
dependent varial1e (Southward and Clason 1988a). This dependent variable 
determination via the underlying functional relationship should override 
dependent variable selection based on merely the magnitude of the errors 
terms associated with1 sta-nding herbage and the normalized difference 
v. tazion index values. ©arrently, work is being conducted to investigate 
a errors-.n-variables rearessin approach to replace standard regression
techniques wnen using ground-based information to "calibrate" satellite data 
values (Southward and Clason, 19 8 8 b). In tnis report, satellite vegetation
indices will be treated as the dependent variable and standing herbage as 
the independent variable Ln regression analysis due to their functional 
relationshio. Inverse predictions (Neter et al. 1983, p. 172) frm the 
regression were used to calibrate satellite vegetation indices to standing 
herbage. 
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The location of some of the sites were changed between 1986 and 1987. 
All satellite data values for 
.986 and 1987 are for the 1987 site locations.
 
The site location changes were greatest for site 7 and 23 which were moved 
up to 5 kms. Preliminary analysis of the 1986 data sets showed that site 23 
was an outlier, not supcrting the trend displayed by the other sites. Thus 
site 23 was removed from the 1986 analysis until satellite values can be 
obtained for the 1986 site locations. 

4.2. Results 

4.2.1. Maximum TDVI 

Maximum ITCIV, as explained in the satellite section of this report, is 
the (or value recorded for a locationI"VThighest "greenness") given
(usually by pLxel) over a period of time. The peak NDVI values for each 
location should be strongly correlated to peak standing herbage. Figures 4 
and 5 show the different regressions obtained for maximum '11V in 1986 and 
1987. Table 7 shcws the 95% confidence intervals for the regression
coefficients and the standard erir of the regressions. The y intercept's
95% confidence intervals have considerable overlap but the 95% confidence 
interzals for the slopes barely overlap. The respective estimtes for the 
slope Ln 1986 and 1987 do not fall within thie 1987 and 1986 confidence 
intervals. Figures 6 and 7 are color maps of maximum NDVI for the 1986 and 
1987 rainy seasons. 

FIGURE 4 
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TABLE 7 

REESSION COEYTFTmITS, 95% CONFID-. 
AND STANDaT<D LRa)ROS OF P CRESS ION FOR 
NI-St-ardLng her.bage REGRESSIONS 

LCWER LIl.TT 
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0.00009 
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4.2.2. ntegrated NDVI 

The Lntearated NDlI is the average NDVI f'-r the growing season with 
each N.U7 value thrughcut the growing season being ,eighted for the time 

, -re.a- i, represents. Integrated NDVI is a time incegrated average
"greenness" value for the entire growing season whoh should he sr.,nly
ccrrelatcl wi-h total plant production during the same period. The 
ntegra t:2r. pe:oieo begins at rmlnL tnn l'-DVT. The drop in ICV! in the 

begi'rmng of ,:,,e gr~ng season is probably re.lated to an increase 
niHitv ['-olben 1987) but has be assnmed to be the tLne cf -ant elaerence 

(C-.ar:y 1987) . The terminamtion of -he intlecraticn was the dalhe thbe 
resectu_ e se was sanplE-d in late ;ptember as NDVI can be aitifioiailv 
high in low humidity ccriticns in the late rainy season. 

The reoresslon ecquatcns for Lntegrated in 1 and 8 are 
cresen-:e in F4:res cmci 9. Table 8 presents the 95% confidence __reia-s 

for the v _atercent a.d to.e slcres and the standard error of the recressicn. 
icures 0 and 11 are color maps of the Lntergrated 1M1%I for the 1S,86 and 

1987 ra n, seasons. 

FIGURE 8 
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FIGURE 9
 

1967 INTEGRATED NDVI - BIOMASS 
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TABLE 8 

1986 AND 1987 RgESSIO EF.FTC",S, 95% CONFIDENCE 
D ERVALS, AND ST ILD-'! T,,D=,RS OF REGRFSSION FOR 

INTERATTD MDVI-STAN21(O !=PiGE RERESSIONS 

REGESSION 
STATISTIC YEAR LMIER ILMT EDT21tTE LTUPvF LJ==T 

Intercept 	 1986 0.03300 0.04566 0.05832
 
1987 0.03190 0.03525 0.C- 61
 

Slope 	 1986 0.00002 0.00004 0.00006
 
1987 0.00005 0.00006 0.00008
 

Standard 1986 0.000598
 
Error 1987 0.000629
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Even though the ccnfidence intersals for y inteercepts and the slopes 
for 1986 and 1987 overlap, this dces nct necessarily imply that th-.e.-e was no 
difference beteen years. A for.ml statistical test was condiicted to test 
simultanecusly for ocssizle differences in the intercepts and slopes among 
y]ears usLng -.e _unrvement concept. A signi-icance level of 90% was -used 
to avoi -iiks:- kn a 7Te 'or .1)e., crining or pc 1 inj the two 
regressions when ey really were different). The test showed that the 
difference >cereen years was not significant at the 90' level of confidence 
and that the retressions could be combined. The pooled regression for 1986 
and 1987 wyas: 

intered :,CI = 0.035965 - (0.000058 * standing herbage) 

'7 errorD. standard = 0.000620 n = 44 

However, .,,ere reluctant to cowbine the regressions. Our consensus 
was that the !986 and 1987 reg_-essicns had adeciuate degrees of freedom to 
establish the rela.on .. each year. 

4.3. Discassicn 

The cona=r-iscn of -_-e maxirum arJi integrated regressions cannct be done 
2 R2using the adjusted r- statistic alce (Figures 4,5,6, and 7). is the 

percent of the variability in the dependent variable explai-ned by the 
2
regression equation a.nd tte indeLendent variable. Adjusted r is merely a 

correction applied coimnensate a :o cf regressors into for var;inq iase used
the mcde. R can give misl eading results and should Le withinter.rete 

caution. A more reliable ccTr-arison statisi c would be the standard error 
of ie-egressionwith standard 'seJnc.jiesirable -7 andszmall error r (Tables 
3) . o er, s,'nce rte maximum anc-1 Lntegrate-d veq,etaticn indax mcdels use 
ditferent dece):dent variables, it is ::ifficlt to cir-are the standard 
error- of the different regressions. Because maximized variables have 

olia I-e -- st iCS '.'hich often them ar t preclude from normal 
distrinuticn, they should be avoided when possible. Thus, average 
inte-azed MI was tie preferred vegetation index when camrnred witn 
maxu.... MDVI. 

Using t.he nitr-rat..4 d v-I to standing herbage 1987 regressicn, we 
tested fcr nssi 'e differences in regression intercepts and slopes among 
ecoccical 'units. The sites were classified into six different ecological 
classifications based on landform and soil types: 

l=Tchin Tair.dLn dunes 
2-North stabilized dunes 
3=MbIed rocky 
4=Tadress plateau 
5-=Southern stabilized dunes 
6=Tadressi s'zs bil ized dunes 

None of these ecological groups had significantly different slopes or 
intercepts.
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Fploving the integrated NMI as the dependent variable in the 
regression' scme,,.iat complicares the task of "calibrating" the satellite to 
kg/ha of standi-ng herbage. The task is acccmplished via inverse 
predictions (Neter et al. 1983, p. 172). Figure-s 12 and 13 sh-w the inverse 
prediction -models for 1986 and 1.987 al& their approximate 95% confidence 
inter*:aa.s for pi-ed.4ctions of meir values (e.g., average standing hertage by
Arrondissenmont). 'These confidence intervals do not take into account error 
terms asscciated with tLhe starxding herbage estinated at each site but 
ccnsJ.der these values to be fixed. From Figures 12 and 13 it appears that a 
satellite sr-ar.biagY her-bage iip could effectively distinguish production 
classes in incraments of about 400 kg/ha. 

FIGaJE 12 

1986 INVERSE PREDICTIONS FOR INTEGRATED 
NDvI MOs PASTURE PRODUCTION2.0 -- . -7 - 

2.4t / / 
2.2 -4 / 

P-4 / 

1.0 .7 

13. 03 

0.4 -3 

T T  'I 

0.03 X.0J 0.07 0.00 Oil7 O3 

Integratad NDVI 

7 See section 4.1 for an explanation as to why NDVI was selected as the 

dependent variable. 
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FIGt=RE 13 

1987 INTEGRATED NVI - BIOMASS 
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Many L-ndividuals in remote sensing have made statements that the 
reliability of NDVI deteriorates at lcw stand-ing herbage levels due, in 
par-, to an iic-rease in bare soil reflectance variation (de Wispelaere et 
al.. 1985, ?-aas 1936, Tuc.:er et al. 1985). However, our regressions showed 
no visible increase in thie point scatter helow 300--400 kg/ha. in fact, 
since .ie usei a weighted least squares analysis we assumed lcw standirg 
herbaqe estLrnates to !.e more precise thian high standling herbage estimates. 

if inde(-d the 1DVI-standing herbage relationship was weaker at low 
standing herbacre levels, one would expect variation in intercept 
coefficients. This was not the case in this study for either maxim=m or 
integrated NJI in 1986 and 1987. There appeared to be more variation in 
the slopes between years than intercepts. Siailar results were found by
Prince (198a) ~,Aien he compared our resuIts wit] similar work in Seneqa! and 

Mali. This may be indicating that 0FJVT is an adequate estimator of low 
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standing herbage levels.
 
The integrated NDVI-based standing herbage maps for 1986 and 1987 for 

the project zone were not completed at the time of the writing of this 
report, though color intagrated NDVI maps not calibrated to standing herbage 
were produced (Figures 10 and 11). Thus, we cannot provided an update of 
the available pasture at the end of the 1987 and 1986 rainy seasons. This 
will be accomplished in the near future to improve the between year 
comparisons thatt may be made. As pxntsed out earlier the 1986 standing
herbage estimates changed from che estimates provided in the 1986 Early
WEning System report 'Wylie 1986) because of modifications in the analysis 
procedures. Table 9 -incws comparisons betoieen years in the project zone 
frm 1984-1987 with the modified 1986 values. 

T 3LE 9 

STAN-LDING 1BAGE (kg/ha) AS IT VAR=D BEI'E1IN YEARS
 
LN T=CE [ThLPP ZONE
 

1984#t 1985@ 1986# 1987@ 
North 8 290 523 144 
South 32 767 921 613
 
Average 20 529 722 379 

# Based on ground sampling only.
@ Based on satellite values calibrated via ground 

sampling. 

4.4. Coarse resolution satellite NDI 

The regional ARHY4ET station in Niamey has been working with the 
University of Missouri in developing regional NDVI maps for the entire 
Sahel. Due to the vast reqion covered, NOAA satellite information was 
condensed into average value-- for very coarse resolution product (i. e., 10 
longitude a.d 0.50 latitude). This information is routinely available at 
AGPHMET. Th.Irough collaborative work with Dr. Gary Johnson (NOAA/University
of Missouri-Columbia) we were able to compare average standing herbage in 
11 of these cells against integrated NDVI in 1987. 

Standig herbage estimates for a particular cell were based on 1 to 3 
sites per cell. The NDVI integration period began with minimum weekly NDVI 
for the respective grid cell and ended during the last weekc of September. A 
weighted least squares model was used to conform with previous analyses
conducted in this report although the non-weic -ed model had a higher
adjusted r2 . The weighted regression had an adjusted r 2 of 0.55. Other 
re-gression statistics are presented in Table 10. The slope and the standard 
error appear similar to the integrated N=VI-standing herbage regression by
site presented in Table 8. However, the intercept appears to be lower when 
the coarse resolution satellite information is used. 
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TABLE 10
 

1987 PEGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, 95% CONFIDENCE 
INERIS, AND S'ANDARD =PRORS OF REGRESSION FOR 

ITEGA D NDVI COARSE RESOUJION-STADING KERBAGE REGRESSIONS 

REGRESSION 

STATISTIC YEAR iLOIR L=T ESTMTE UPPER L/h[T 

Intercept 1987 0.01587 0.02248 0.02909 

Slope 1987 0.00001 0.00004 0.00006
 

Standard
 
Error 1987 0.000656
 

5. SAMPLING REC!=DATIONS FOR 1988 

5.1. Site size
 

Dne of the major time and cost factors "nvolved in developing a 
satcllite-based standing herbage map is the collection of standing herbage
estimates frm 20 or more 100 kT,2 sites on the ground several times 
thrcughout the rainy season. Previous recommendations for using the NOAA 
satellites were that the minimum site size needed was 100 km2 (Wagenaar and 
de Ridder 1987). We designed a study to see if the modification in standing
herbage sampling and improved satellite geographic registration would allow 
a smaler site size. 

At the tima this study was conducted integrated NDVI had not been 
selected as the preferred vegetation index. As a consequence, this study 
was based on maximum NDIv, not integrated NTDVI. The NDVI values used in 
these analyses were NDVI converted to counts 8 so these regressions used a 
different NDVI scale than the previous analyses. Regression analyses were 
non-weighted least squares analyses and standing herbage was peak rainy 
season standing herbage. The use of =DVI counts and non-weighted
regressions ocailicates comparisons with the previous regressions, but 
couparisons can be made between the various regressions within this study.
This study ,was conducted on the 1987 satellite and standi. g herbage data 
sets only.

The 10 by 10 '-= sites were divided into northern and southern halves, 
each 5 by 10 kms. Peak standing herbage and maximtu NDVI were determined 
for each half site. The northern and southern half sites were then further 
divided into ouarter sites each, 5 by 5 kms. Due to the hierarchical 
randomization of thie standing herbage (Figure 3) biomass determination for 

8 A IZVI count is the rescaling of ITDVI from -1 to +1 to the rescaled 
val!ue of 0 to 1024. This rescaling allais more efficient storage on magnetic 
media. 
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half and quarter sites was relatively straightforward. The appropriate
double sampling regressions were used to convert average estimated plot
weights by half and quarter sites to their equi-ra-lent air" dry weights. The 

2number of estiamted 0.5 m plots used in the full, half, and quarter
standing ' ..,baqe estimated average was 180, 90, and 45 respectively.

The I:.Nx was tor site theMDVI determined each among composite
periods excluding dates after September 30. The satellite data from the 
date when maximm IDVT occurred on each respective site consisted of a 9 by
9 data matrix w.ith each data value (or pixel) representing 1.i by 1.1 n on 
the ground. Thus the satellite sampled a 9.9 b7y 9.9 lcn s-.te. The division 
into Ialf sites was done by discarding the Sth row. Thus half sites were 4 
by 9 pixels or 4.4 by 9.9 kns. Siularly, tne division in-to quarters was 
done by t1he elimination of the 5th column. This made the quarter sites a 4 
by 4 pixel representation or 4.4 by 4.4 ]kn on the ground.

Peak st-anding herbage for the respective site halves and quirters was 
paired with respective maximum MDVI values. The site halves were randomly
assigned from each site into tdwo groups. Simila/ ly, the site quarters were 
randomly assigned from each site into four grrucps.

Separate regressions were then conducted for the. full sites and each 
random site half and quarter groups. Regre-ssion statistics for . iZh of these 
regressions are presented in table 11. The y intercept confidence intervals 
are in gene-al agreement with :-e full site confidence intervals. The 
slope, however, has some variati .-. with smaller site sizes when compared to 
the slope confidence intervals for the full site. In particular, the quarter
randomization one seems low and its confidence interval for the slope does 
not overlap the confidence interval of the full site slopa. This variation 
in the slope for quarter randomization one may be a factor of the 
randcmization pattern. in general, the slopes ap?-:ar to be somewhat similar. 
The stadard error of thne regression, though smallest for the complete site, 
was relatively undancred withi variation in site size. Our conclusion was 
that by reducing the site size to 5-by-5 l:n we would ccmpromise some of the 
accuracy in the standing herbage-NIVI relationship. However, the smaller 
site size will allow wore sites to be sampled. We felt the acuracy gained
by an increased number of sites was greater than the smalL amount of 
acc=cy lost by reducing the site size to 5-by-5 kms. Using three ground 
crews we hope to be able to sample around 36 sites per 10 day sampling 
periou. This would mean that each crew would sample 12 sites in a ten-day 
period. 
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TABLE 11 

TPEAK STANDING BAG E-M MUDLNDVI 
REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR 1987
 

N1=22
 

SITE Y IT= PT SLPE STANDARD 
SIZE 95% CO!FFIDE LIMTS 95% CONFTIDENCE L=IJ9?S ERROR 

FUJL 533.9 - 543.5 0.055 - 0.071 8.1 

[-iALF:I 528.5 - 543.4 0.057 - 0.084 1.1.9 

HIAUF 2 537.7 - 548.0 0.043 - 0.059 9.2 

QUAR-f#1 538.4 -- 554.8 0.026 - 0.049 15.4 

QUARE,12 533.5 - 548.5 0.050 - 0.076 13.0 

QUJ="3 531.1 - 545.6 0.046 - 0.071 11.9 

QU=ER#4 57,0.4 - 546.6 0.057 - 0.086 13.6 

5.2. 1982 orornsed saimlinc scheme 

Sampling within the 5 by 5 km site has been proposed to consist of two 
randomly placed north-south transects (figure 10) . Along each of the 5 knm 
loi- north--south transects, four random pixels (roughly 1 an2 in size) will 
be sampled. Each pixel will be sampled with two clusters or groups of plots. 
Each cluster of plots will have five plots. The plot size will be 0.5 m2 and 
will be sampled using the double sampling procedure which combines 
estimated plot values with actual clipped values. The total nubmher of 
estimated plots per site will be 80. The site size determinaticn standing 
heorbage escLmates for the 5 by 5 km areas were based on 45 plots in 1987. 
We hope to regain some of the accuracy lost by reducing site size by neav-ly 
doubling the ground sampling of the sivaller sites in 1988.
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FIGURE 14 

PROPOSED 19M SAMPUNO SCHEME FOR 
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The selection of clipped plots will be similar to the 1987 methods with 
the addition of the clipping of one rarcomly chosen cluster of 5 plots. This 
is needed to determine if the utilization of an errors-in-variable model 
will improve satellite calibration. The relationshiip bet,.een variation of 
estimated plots within a cluster and the variation of clipped plots within 
a cluster has to be doo zanted in order to test the errors-in-variables 
model. Thus, the total nimber of clipped plots per site would be: 

10% of 80 total plots clipped at random = 8
 
1 random cluster clipped = 5 

total of plots clipped per site = 13
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The etension of the standing herbage satellite assessment to a 
national level wil recuire additioral sites to be established cth co the 
east and west of th-e .7LP project zone. Site selection will be for 3-4 
northern s-7:zc.s c:zhS r m ning sitess-Lngg nerI-ge anzentials and 'thewould be in h to-h zcderaEe sta.di. n he ge regions. Landsat 7! ages 

will he ez-"'ve 2n ropcs ing new site lccticns. 
For an 2sses=tenzr of the national pastoral zone, 36 sites have been 

proosei fot the 1982 ra-n4v season. Th7e Niger Cantre-Est Przjecc zone 0=1) 

"Will have 12 si-zes ard the Sud-Temresna project zone will have 3 sites. The 
reiraLncer of the sites will 1:1 in ILPP 7-se sizes wi''7be the zone. 26 
be samled Ln 1983 y 3 crew.,s, 2 basnd in Tahoua and I based Ln ZLaer. 

The landsaz thematic rmapper (TM) has a ground resolution of 30 by 30 
m. The high resolution and the subsequent high satellite data volumes 
combLined with a lcw;er frequency of passage (every 16 days) make landsat 
undesirabe ror a o2aszaire oroducticn drought early ,wrning system. 
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